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Hydrogen dynamics in †Me„H2O…6‡„ClO4…2 with Me ÄMg, Mn, Fe, Ni,
and Zn investigated with quasielastic neutron scattering
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The hydrogen dynamics in the metalhexahydrateperchlorates with Mg, Mn, Fe, Ni, and Zn as metal
ions has been investigated with quasielastic neutron scattering. The water molecules perform
180°-flip motions on a picosecond time scale through a series of solid–solid phase transitions. In the
highest temperature phase I and the subsequent phase II, rotational barriers of typicallyEa550 meV
are found. These values are surprisingly small in view of the low symmetry of H2O molecules. The
I → II phase transition has only very small effects on the hydrogen dynamics. At the transition into
phase III an increase of the rotational barriers to typicallyEa5250 meV is found. This is interpreted
as the formation of weak hydrogen bonds. In phase I 180°-flip motions provide a complete
description of the observed data. In phases II and III an extension of the dynamical model toward
a stronger localization of hydrogen is required. A preference is given to a mechanism leading to a
temporary blockade of the flip motions. In phase III of the Fe compound, the existence of
crystallographically different sites for water molecules is inferred. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~00!01632-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rotational dynamics of small molecular entities
molecular crystals has been intensively studied over m
years. Especially the connection between the dynamics
phase transitions in the crystalline state stays in focus. T
oughly investigated examples for the different types of m
tion of a uniaxial rotor in molecular crystals are the hexaa
mine compounds@Me~NH3)6]X2 .1–6 They usually have
face-centered-cubic high temperature phases with rapid
orientations of the orientationally disordered ammonia.
cooling, these motions slow down and phase transitions m
lead to low temperature phases with ordered NH3.

In general orientational potentials are weak due to
high symmetry of NH3. For groups of lower symmetry a
H2O they are expected to be considerably higher. Much
work has been done on the dynamics of the correspon
hexahydrate compounds@Me~H2O!6]X2. In this article we
present a systematic study of the H2O dynamics in metal-
hexahydrateperchlorates~MeHP!.

A common feature of these@Me~H2O!6#~ClO4)2 com-
pounds is a basically hexagonal arrangement of the w
and perchlorate molecules~Fig. 1!.7–10 The H2O molecules
lie in planes perpendicular to thec-axis of the crystal.11 Their
oxygen atoms form nearly perfect octahedra around the
tral metal ions.

All six substances undergo a series of structural sol
solid phase transitions~Table I!, which are attributed to
3210021-9606/2000/113(8)/3219/7/$17.00
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slight changes in the water perchlorate arrangement
dynamics.8–51 The close structural similarities between the
substances allow for a systematic study of the effects of
ion substitution on the local potentials. With its selecti
sensitivity for hydrogen dynamics, quasielastic neutron sc
tering ~QNS! is ideally suited for this undertaking. MgHP
and NiHP have been investigated with QNS in the past. A
plying a scattering function for 180°-reorientations of H2O
groups, activation energiesEa5140 meV~Ref. 48! and Ea

5300 meV~Ref. 33! were found with no apparent effect o
the phase transitions I→ II and II → III. Furthermore NMR
studies of ZnHP and MgHP provided information about h
drogen dynamics and corresponding activation energ
Tumbling motions of the Me~H2O!6 complex were detected13

with Ea51000 meV for ZnHP~Ref. 49! andEa5520 meV
for MgHP.48 For the water flip motion in ZnHP,Ea5170
meV was found.49

The temperatures reported for the phase transitions v
considerably with the applied experimental method. Diffe
ences up to 25 K are found in the literature. Known cau
for this are effects of thermal history, hysteresis, use of d
ants, and supercooling. In some cases the existence
phase transition is disputed.10,15 We consider the results o
calorimetric methods to be most reliable. Therefore the f
lowing discussion is based on those values. This article
cuses on the water ligand dynamics and thus the informa
of noncalorimetric experiments must also be taken into
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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count. As long as there is an obvious correspondence
tween the phases observed with different methods, we a
the notation used in Table I.

Unfortunately, the information about details of the stru
tures, especially hydrogen positions, is scarce. Starting w
the hexagonal arrangement of water and perchlorate i
typical unit cell parameters area'7.8 Å andc'5.2 Å. With
the positions of the metal ions taken into account, the ort
rhombic space groupPmn21 with two formula units in the
unit cell (Z52) and the pseudohexagonal axis ratiob
5A3a is assigned to the room temperature phases. Furt
more the metal ion arrangement is subject to a peculiar t
of threefold twinning.7 Only for the room temperature phas
of ZnHP an x-ray single crystal structure refinement has b
published.10 Several observations obtained with a variety
experimental methods were explained in terms of crysta
graphically inequivalent sites for the water molecules. T
conclusions concerning space group and unit cell are
controversial.

In the following sections we present our results

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the crystal structure of@Me~H2O!6#~ClO4)2

~MeHP!. The coordinates for the atoms are taken from Ref. 10. For cla
only selected atoms are shown. Mainly a layer approximately within6c/4
is presented. Therefore only three of the six water molecules~OW! around a
metal ion are depicted. For the same reason only every second ClO4

2 group
is shown, with O1 above the layer. O1 of the remaining ClO4

2 groups is
within the layer~indicated once!. Two different cells are marked, a sma
hexagonal and the corresponding orthorhombic pseudohexagonal cell
b5A3a. The cell doubling is required only by the metal atom positions. F
the metal atoms on the corners of the orthorhombic cellz Me52c/4 holds
andz Me51c/4 for those at the center. The hexagonal arrangement of w
and perchlorate is basically maintained through a series of structural p
transitions. Hydrogen positions are calculated usingdO–H50.96 Å,
aH–O–H5104°, andzO5zH50.023 Å. For the perchloratezO2520.46 Å.
The dotted lines mark selected hydrogen bonds. Water molecules ma
with A and B visualize the symmetric and asymmetric configuration, wh
is discussed in Sec. III A.
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MeHP with Me5 Mg, Mn, Fe, Ni, and Zn. A short descrip
tion of the experimental procedure is followed by a da
interpretation in two steps. At first the type of hydrogen m
tion is identified and subsequently the corresponding act
tion energies are determined. While our results are in gen
agreement with previous work, some differences to ear
QNS experiments are noted. The sixth substance out of
series of isomorphs, CoHP, is not presented here. De
about structure and dynamics will be given elsewhere.52

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The substances were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.
avoid water intake they were stored and processed un
argon atmosphere. As our original FeHP sample appea
moist, it was dried by keeping it in an extra container p
tially filled with silica. Approximately 1 g of each sampl
was ground and filled into aluminum containers with a 603
30 3 0.3 mm3 slab geometry. The containers were sea
before removal from the argon atmosphere.

The instruments NEAT53,54at the Hahn-Meitner-Institut,
Berlin, and IN5~Refs. 55,56! at the Institut Laue-Langevin
Grenoble, were used for the experiments. Unless otherw
noted the instruments were set tol55.1 Å and a resolution
of 0.09 MeV full width at half maximum~FWHM!.

In a first step of data treatment the spectra of those
tectors, which were contaminated by Bragg reflections
excessive noise were eliminated. Subsequent data redu
was performed with the programINX,57 which includes cor-
rections for scattering of the sample container and s
attenuation for a sample with slab geometry. As a result
each sample and each temperature a set of spectra a
different scattering angles was obtained from the NE
data. From the IN5 data 14 groups were assembled; in c
of the measurements atl56.5 Å the number was reduced t
6 to ensure sufficient statistics.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Identification of the type of hydrogen motion

Figure 2 shows as an example three quasielastic spe
of ZnHP obtained atT5280 K for three selected angula
groups marked by the corresponding values of wave ve
transferQ. A first inspection showed that an adequate a
lytical description is rather simple. Only the data of FeHP
T5237 K andT5243 K require a different treatment an
are discussed separately. For one sample at a given tem
ture all n spectra can be described by

TABLE I. Phase transition temperatures for MeHP as determined from c
rimetric experiments.

Substance I→ II II → III III → IV

MgHP 324 K,a 325 Ka,b,c 273 Kb,c 168 Kb

MnHP 323 Ka 247 Ka 134 Kd

FeHP 337 Ka 247 K,a 237 Kd

NiHP 360 K,a 361 Ke 310 Ka,e

ZnHP 348 K,f 349 Kg 290 Kf,g 226 Kf

aReference 37. eReference 44.
bReference 36. fReference 35.
cReference 50. gReference 51.
dReference 47.
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I ~Qn ,v!5A0,nd~v!1A1,nL~v,G!1Bn . ~1!

The different values ofQ are marked with the indexn, \v
denotes the energy transfer. The components of the sp
are an elastic contribution (\v50), a quasielastic contribu
tion with the shape of a LorentzianL(v,G) with
Q-independent half width at half maximum~HWHM! G,
centered at\v50, andBn a flat background attributed t
phonon scattering.I (Qn ,v) is convoluted with the instru-
mental resolution and the coefficientsA0,n , A1,n , Bn , andG
are determined by a least squares procedure. An examp
the thus calculated intensityI (Qn ,v) is also shown in Fig. 2.

The observed elastic incoherent structure fac
~EISF!,58,59 is determined via

EISF~Qn!5
A0,n

A0,n1A1,n
.

It contains the averaged information about the time avera
probability density distribution of the individual hydroge
atoms. Figure 3 shows the observed EISF for ZnHP
FeHP. Also the calculation for a hydrogen jump between t
equivalent sitesd51.52 Å apart~i.e., 180°-flips of the H2O
molecules about their twofold symmetry axis!,58

EISF~Q!5
1

2
1

sin~Qd!

2Qd
~2!

is presented. The general agreement between measure
and calculation is very good. In Fig. 3 two further calcu
tions for the EISF are shown

~i! The dash-dotted line is calculated for a jump proc
between six sites placed on the vertices of a regular oct
dron. This is a simple approximation to a tumbling motion
the whole Me~H2O!6 complex. Obviously motions with suc
a large spatial extent are in disagreement with the data. T
is no contradiction between our results and the reported
servation of tumbling motions of the Me~H2O!6 complex in

FIG. 2. Quasielastic scattering from ZnHP atT5280 K. Three out of 15
spectra are shown. The lines were calculated using Eq.~1!. For clarity the
Q50.94 Å21 andQ51.50 Å21 data are shown in an offset.
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NMR experiments~ZnHP;13,49 MgHP!,48 as these motions
are far too slow to be detected by QNS with our experim
tal setup.

~ii ! The dashed line is calculated for a water molec
performing a diffusive rotational motion about its symmet
axis. This leads to a continuous density distribution on
circle and would be a signature of orientational disorder
model which reduces this hydrogen distribution on a circle
four sites placed at equal distances on this circle~i.e.,
90°-jumps!, produces nearly the same EISF. The differen
to the EISF of the 180°-reorientations becomes visible
larger values of momentum transferQ. Although this differ-
ence is not large, the data clearly favor the 180°-flip mod

Deviations of the observed EISF from the calculati
originate from three sources

~i! due to multiple scattering, at smallQ the observed
values are smaller than calculated.

~ii ! In some cases a significant increase of the ela
intensity is observed for discrete values ofQ. This is due to
the incomplete removal of Bragg reflections in the first s
of data reduction.

~iii ! With decreasing temperature, the observed val
become larger than the calculation forQ>1.1 Å21. This is
an indication, that the 180°-flip model requires slight mo
fications which reduce the averaged available space of a
drogen atom. A similar tendency was observed
@Ni~NH3)6#~NO3)2 and @Mg~NH3)6#~NO3)2 .4,6 The data of
FeHP in phase III (T5230 K, Fig. 3! show this effect in an
extreme way. Obviously the simple flip model does not
here. These data are therefore discussed separately at th
of this section.

One version of a modified flip model adapts the calc
lated EISF by decreasing the jump distanced in Eq. ~2!. In

FIG. 3. The observed EISF of FeHP in phase III and of ZnHP in phase
II, and III are shown. The data of FeHP in phase I and II, as well as thos
MgHP, MnHP, and NiHP very closely resemble those of ZnHP in the c
responding phases. ForQ<1.0 Å21 multiple scattering diminishes the ob
served values. Also four model calculations are presented. The H2O 180°-
flip motion provides the best agreement with the ZnHP data atT5355 K
andT5302 K. This motion also describes the FeHP phase III data, if o
1/3 of the water molecules contribute on a time scale accessible with
instrumental setup.
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Sec. III B values as small asd51.25 Å are obtained this
way. In the picture of a 180°-flip motion this requires a co
siderable distortion of the water molecule geometry w
changes in bond length or bond angle which make this
planation rather improbable.

Another modification is based on the assumption, tha
small fraction f of the water molecules contributes to th
elastic scattering only. The quasielastic scattering is p
duced by the remaining 12 f molecules. An interpretation o
the increase off with decreasing temperature may be
tempted in terms of inequivalent sites for the water m
ecules. Iff molecules occupy sites with strong orientation
potentials this results in very long correlation times. Then
quasielastic scattering from these molecules cannot be di
guished from elastic scattering due to the finite instrume
resolution.

The values off are obtained in Sec. III B~Table II!. In
phase I it is found for all substances, that all water molecu
participate in the motion (f '0). Thus the 180°-flip mode
completely suffices to describe these results. In phasef
5 1

24'0.04 or f 5 1
12'0.08 would require one out of 24 o

one out of 12 molecules not to contribute to the quasiela
scattering. This is incompatible with space groupPmn21

andZ52. Therefore we propose a different explanation
the deviation of the observed EISF from Eq.~1!.

This is obtained from a reinterpretation off. The pro-
posed standard configuration for a water molecule is s
metric and marked A in Fig. 1. Two hydrogen bonds a
formed to the neighboring perchlorate ions. As the bo
angle of H–OW–H5 104° differs from the angle O2–
OW–O2 5 128° between the oxygen atoms, none of t
two hydrogen bonds possesses the optimal linear arra
ment. In configuration A the water molecules perform t
180°-flip motion. The alternative asymmetric configuration
marked B in Fig. 1. A 12° rotation about thez-axis will thus
strengthen one of the bonds, while weakening the other a
same time. If the strengthened bond remains intact for tim
longer than 10210 s the scattering of the correspondin

TABLE II. Activation energiesEa for H2O-flip motions. The second row
gives the ranges for the parameterf denoting the deviation of the observe
EISF from Eq.~2!. Only values from NEAT experiments are given, as t
values obtained from the IN5 data appeared to be biased, probably due
overcompensation of the sample container scattering. For MnHP the
from f 50.04 to f 50.09 occurs betweenT5343 K andT5330 K, which is
above the I→ II transition temperatureT5323 K given in Table I. The drop
coincides with the transition temperatureT5341 K obtained from changes
of infrared spectra.a

Substance Phase I Phase II Phase III

MgHP Ea 43 ~3! meV 185~15! meV
f 0.01–0.02 0.06–0.07 0.12–0.19

MnHP Ea 61 ~1! meV 251~3! meV
f 0.03–0.04 0.09–0.12 0.17–0.22

FeHP Ea 37 ~1! meV
f 0.01–0.03 0.08–0.17 0.67

NiHP Ea 65 ~4! meV 290~50! meV
f 0.00 0.04 0.08–0.14

ZnHP Ea 58 ~3! meV 280~20! meV
f 0.00–0.03 0.04–0.07 0.08–0.11

aReference 41.
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hydrogen will be observed as purely elastic. Via reorien
tion around this bond axis the other hydrogen may find f
ther potential minima in direction of the two different O1 o
the stacked perchlorate ions. The coefficientf is now taken as
a measure of the time fraction each molecule spends in c
figuration B instead of A. If for simplicity it is assumed tha
jump distances and correlation times are similar for this ty
of motion and the 180°-flip motion, the fraction in timef 8 a
molecule performs this additional type of motion can be c
culated byf 852 f as only one hydrogen is immobile.

Summarizing, the difference between the observed E
and Eq.~2! is taken as an indication of the existence of
alternative motion besides the dominating 180°-flip motio
From the present data alone, it is not possible to get m
information.

For the data of FeHP in phase III, a model which a
sumes two crystallographic inequivalent sites withf 52/3
provides a satisfactory description~Fig. 3!. The existence of
at least two inequivalent sites per unit cell for water m
ecules in FeHP phase III is supported by crystallograp
results.9 In this phase the hexagonal symmetry of the wa
perchlorate arrangement no longer exists and is reduce
orthorhombic. Further support comes from the observat
of much slower hydrogen motions (G'5 meV! with the
backscattering method.52 These may account for the fractio
which appears to be at rest in the present data. For the
obtained at IN5 atT5237 K andT5243 K a slight improve-
ment of the fit is achieved, if an additional very narro
Lorentzian is used to model the slow process. Therefore
existence of at least two different sites for water molecule
obvious. Data from an EPR study were interpreted in ter
of two coexisting phases in the temperature range 242
>T>232 K.24 The present data do not allow us to disti
guish between the two interpretations.

B. Correlation times and activation energies

The next step of data analysis focuses on the extrac
of numerical values for correlation timest;G21. To
achieve most reliable values, data forQ<0.85 Å21 are dis-
carded as they carry little information and are contamina
by multiple scattering. To reduce the number of independ
parameters the ratio of elastic and quasielastic intensitie
fixed to

A0,n

A1,n
5

EISF~Qn!

12EISF~Qn!
,

with EISF(Qn) obtained from Eq.~2!. Taking into accountf
as discussed in the preceding section, the model functio

I ~Qn ,v!5Sn$@ f 1~12 f !EISF~Qn!#d~v!

1~12 f !~12EISF~Qn!!L~v,G!%1Bn ~3!

is used to determineG and f. Sn is a scale factor. In six
spectra a Bragg reflection necessitated one additional pa
eter.

A summary of the values obtained for the parameterf is
given in Table II. Varying the jump distanced instead off
gave slightly higher values ofx2 and practically identical
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values ofG. The parametersd and f are strongly correlated
and cannot be determined independently, therefore. Va
obtained ford are 1.25 Å<d<1.52 Å.

For the phase III data of FeHP obtained on IN5 atT
5237 K andT5243 K, no reliable correlation times can b
given. As mentioned in the preceding section, a fit with t
Lorentzians slightly improved the fit. The width of the na
row Lorentzian, which presents the slow motions, becom
smaller than the instrumental resolution and is theref
poorly defined. This also effects the correlated value of
broader component.

The widthsG of the Lorentzians are inversely propo
tional to the mean residence timet between two H2O flips.
Figure 4 presents the values of ln(t) vs T21 for MgHP,
MnHP, NiHP, and ZnHP. The comparison of values obtain
from different experiments@Figs. 4~b! and 4~d!# gives a good
impression of the reproducibility of the results. A simp
Arrhenius behavior,

t5t0 expS Ea

kBTD ,

suffices to describe the data. The activation energiesEa ,
determined from the slopes of the straight lines are sum
rized in Table II. Within the data presented here, no effec
the transition I→ II on Ea is found.Ea increases betwee
120 and 230 meV at the transition II→ III.

C. The hindering potential in phase I and II

The values of the activation energies in phases I an
are remarkably small. The structural similarities of the su
stances and the absence of an observable effect of the I→ II

FIG. 4. Arrhenius plots of the correlation timest for the H2O flip motion in
MeHP with Me5Mg @Fig. 4~a!#, Zn @Fig. 4~b!#, Mn @Fig. 4~c!#, and Ni@Fig.
4~d!#. The dashed vertical lines denote the temperatures of the phase t
tions~Table I!. Data obtained on the instrument NEAT are marked by1 and
data obtained on IN5 are marked by3. The size of the symbols is chosen
present an upper limit for the estimated error of the quasielastic linewid
The IN5 data on ZnHP were obtained with a resolution width FWH
50.045 meV. The activation energiesEa are determined from the slope o
the continuous lines.
es

s
e
e

d

a-
f

II
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transition on the activation energies are taken as guidel
in discussing the origin of the hindering potential for th
water flip motion.

Investigations with x-ray powder diffraction have show
that the transition II→ I is accompanied by an expansion
the crystallographicc-axis byDc'0.1 Å ~ZnHP;15 NiHP!.38

If the twofold screw axis~out-of-plane of Fig. 1! is retained
during this expansion, as for ZnHP,15 thez component of the
O–O distances increases byDc/2. This should result in a
significant change of the interaction between neighbor
water molecules. Since, however,Ea is basically unaffected
by this transition, we conclude that the H2O–H2O interaction
gives only a minor contribution to the hindering potentials
phases I and II.

Another contribution to the hindering potential may ari
from hydrogen bonds~Fig. 1!. These should be weak due t
the rather large O–O distance of 3 Å and the angle misma
described above. For weak hydrogen bonds 150 meV
typical bond energy value. For a 180° reorientation of
H2O molecule with two hydrogen bonds one can expectEa

5300 meV, five to seven times larger than the observ
values. Therefore our results only can be understood if
hydrogen bonds are extremely weak. Further support for
conclusion comes from the fact that the I→ II transition is
associated with a change of perchlorate dynamics~MgHP;12

NiHP;28 MgHP, NiHP;34 MgHP;36 MnHP, FeHP!.37 This
would involve breaking the hydrogen bonds and a cor
sponding change inEa at this transition, contrary to our ob
servation.

In MgHP the III → II transition was characterized by a
increase of the disorder involving water.51 This also conflicts
with hydrogen bonding. Still a residual attraction of the pa
tial charge of the hydrogen atoms by the perchlorate i
prevails and thus is a contribution to the hindering potent
A more detailed description of the water disorder is des
able, but requires additional structural information. The o
served EISF provides some restrictions to the spatial ex
of the hydrogen motions, as discussed above.

D. The hindering potential in phase III

Our data clearly show a marked effect of the II→ III
transition on the water ligand dynamics. This disagrees w
the conclusions drawn from previous QNS experime
~MgHP;48 NiHP!.33 However, upon closer inspection
change in activation energy might also be found in tho
data. The more pronounced effect in our results may be
tributed to the advances in neutron spectroscopic instrum
tation. The change of water ligand dynamics at this transit
is also inferred from the isotope effect of H–D substitutio
In a Mössbauer spectroscopy experiment with FeHP an
crease of the phase transition temperatureDT54 K is
reported.16 DT53 K was found for NiHP in a calorimetric
study.28

As for the I→ II transition, the structural and dynamica
similarities of the five title compounds provide the guideli
for the discussion. While thea- andc-axes of ZnHP show a
marked change at this transition,15 this is not the case for
NiHP.38 Therefore H2O–H2O interactions can be ruled out a
a source of the change inEa . A general feature of the II→
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III transition is a symmetry reducing deformation of the w
ter ligand octahedron~MgHP;32 NiHP;30 ZnHP;31 MnHP!.41

This changes the H2O–ClO4 distances and may lead to th
formation of hydrogen bonds. Further support comes fr
the observed increase in activation energy, which is in
range of weak hydrogen bonds.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the temperature range investigated for all five su
stances, a 180°-flip motion of the water molecules w
found. The most prominent features are low energy barr
to this motion in the high temperature~I! and middle tem-
perature~II ! phases. The transition into the low temperatu
phase~III ! is accompanied by a marked increase in the
tential barrier. We propose the formation of hydrogen bon
between H2O–ClO4 as the source of the hindering potent
to this motion in phase III with typical activation energies
200 meV. At the transition III→ II the reduction of activa-
tion energies to values around 50 meV indicates that hyd
gen bonds, if still existing, become extremely weak. T
phase transition II→ I was not found to affect the hydroge
dynamics.

The spatial information obtained from the EISF clea
marks the 180°-flip motion as dominating process. Even
the high temperature phase I no indication for a free rota
was found. In this context the values of the hindering pot
tials in phases I and II are surprisingly small. The only effe
of the II → I transition are slight changes of the EISF. T
model we propose to explain these changes agrees with
change of perchlorate dynamics at this transition. Increa
librations of the perchlorate in phase I decreases the stab
of the strengthened bond in the asymmetric configurat
which reduces the probability of occurrence.

A tumbling of the Me~H2O!6 complex, as observed with
NMR, is too slow to be detected in our experiments.

The activation energies in phases I and II do not show
obvious systematic link to other physical parameters of
different substances, such as transition temperatures. N
with the largestEa565 meV has also the largestT I → II

5360 K. MnHP on the other hand has nearly the sameEa

561 meV but the smallestT I → II5323 K. The comparison
of Ea with T II → III gives similar results. Both, the activatio
energies in phase III andT II → III decrease in the sequenc
NiHP, ZnHP, MnHP, but MgHP does not fit into thi
scheme.

Activation energiesEa'50 meV for the water flip mo-
tions in MeHP in the high temperature phases are somew
larger thanEa'20 meV for NH3 120°-reorientational jumps
in the corresponding metalhexaammineperchlorates.1,2 This
agrees with the general expectation that hindering poten
decrease with increasing molecular symmetry.
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